Cute Baby Slippers
Adorn baby’s feet with these enchanting felt slippers. Blanket-stitching, buttons, ribbons and appliques are used to
create these one-of-a-kind shoes. These slippers make great
gifts.

MATERIALS:
• Rainbow Classic Felt™:
- TWO 9” x 12” cuts of any color
• TWO skeins of DMC Pearl Cotton in contrasting color
• Tapestry needle
* Additional materials listed below for each slipper style

GEN E R A L I N S T R U C T I O N S :
STEP 1: From felt cut four each of slipper upper, slipper soles, and slipper straps (Do not cut slipper straps for slippers with ribbon ties.)
STEP 2: Place two straps together with edges aligned. Blanket stitch together along all edges. Repeat for other strap.
STEP 3: Place two felt soles one on top of other with edges aligned. Blanket stitch together along all edges. Repeat
for other sole.
STEP 4: Before completing slipper upper, refer to individual directions for embellishments.
STEP 5: For slippers with felt straps, straps can be inserted between slipper uppers before stitching together. Refer to
photo for placement. Be sure to insert straps on opposite sides for each slipper.
STEP 6: Position slipper upper, right side up on top of unembellished slipper upper, aligning edges. Blanket stitch
around all edges.
STEP 7: Pin slipper upper together, aligning back edges. Lace together at back seam using a whip stitch through
blanket stitches.
STEP 8: Pin sole of slipper to upper slipper, easing as needed. Lace sole and upper together using whip stitch
through blanket stitches. Repeat for other slipper.
STEP 9: Refer to instructions for individual slippers for completing. For slippers with felt straps, you can stitch velcro (or snaps) under straps for fastening.
FLOWER POWER SLIPPERS:
These slippers are made using Rainbow Classic Felt™ in Black. You will also need scraps of red and green felt for the
flowers and leaves, and four yellow buttons. DMC #498 Red Pearl Cotton, size 5, thread was used for the blanket
stitching.
Cut four flowers from scraps of red felt, and four leaves from scraps of green felt. Glue or stitch a flower and two

leaves to center upper of each slipper. Stitch button in center of flower. Glue or stitch one flower to end of each
strap. Using red pearl cotton, stitch button in center of each flower. Refer to steps 5 through 9 in general insutructions to complete slippers.
BUTTONS & BOWS SLIPPERS:
These slippers are made using Rainbow Classic Felt™ in Royal Blue. You will also need ½ yard red grosgrain ribbon,
⅜”wide and eight ¼” white buttons. DMC #444 Yellow Pearl Cotton, size 5, thread was used for the blanket stitching.
Cut two 4” ribbon lengths and two 3” ribbon lengths. Center one 4” ribbon length on slipper upper. Refer to photo
for placement. Position ends of ribbon to inside of slipper upper. Pin or tack in place. Fold 3” ribbon length to make
bow. Pin or tack in place. Using yellow pearl cotton thread, stitch buttons on ribbon and through slipper upper.
Repeat for other slipper. Tack white button to each strap. Refer to steps 5 through 9 in general insutructions to complete slippers.
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